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6 HOUR SUPER ENDURO 
CLASSIFICATIONS
STORY BY PAT HEPTIG, PCA CLUB RACING SCRUTINEER, PHOTO BY EVAN WAWRZYNIAK

As you have likely heard by now, 
PCA Club Racing is have its 

first ever 6-hour Super Enduro at the 
Rocky Mountain Region’s Club Race 
at High Plains Raceway on Septem-
ber 16, 2018. The 6-hour enduro is 
part of a regular club race weekend 
(with practices and three sprint races). 
The 6-hour enduro will take place on 
Sunday, the last day of the weekend. 
We published a short article summa-
rizing the new 6-hour enduro rules 
and protocols in the last CRN. The 
rules and protocols are also available 
on the both new PCA Club Racing 
website (www.pcaclucracing.com) 
and the the Rocky Mountain Region 
website (www.rmrclubrace.com). 

We are excited about the interest 
and enthusiasm racers around the 
country have expressed in the 6-hour 

race. I am personally aware of nu-
merous teams (including my own) 
that have already formed and are 
strategizing for the race. If fact, we 
have at least two Cup car teams that 
have committed to the race. I hear 
rumors that there is a PCA steward 
team and one or more PCA scrutineer 
teams in the works as well.

At the outset we wanted the 6-hour 
(and longer) enduro format to focus 
on drivers, strategy, race craft, team-
work, and competition. We have 
crafted the rules and protocols with 
these elements in mind. This article 
is to provide some insight into how 
and why we came up with the Super 
Enduro car classifications (or group-
ings) set out in the chart below. 

When we looked at the issue of 
how to group cars for this type of 

race, we had a number of options 
to consider: grouping by power to 
weight ratios, using the current PCA 
classes or grouping cars into compet-
itive brackets according to qualifying 
lap times. Each has its pros and cons. 
In the end, we chose a hybrid of the 
existing PCA classification system in 
order to foster competition and to 
make the inaugural 6-hour race easi-
er to implement.  

Classing by Power/Weight Ratio
Grouping cars by power to weight 

ratio (PWR) is superficially an ap-
pealing method to classify cars into 
competitive groups. Easier said than 
done, however. In order to classify 
cars by PWR, we have to have reli-
able and verifiable power measure-
ments for each car. This is problem-

atic at best (primarily because PCA 
does not have a dyno to bring to the 
track). Nor is there a reliable and re-
peatable dyno test or standard that 
all racers have access to. In addition, 
forcing racers to have their cars dy-
no’d would impose an additional ex-
pense and hassle upon drivers; some-
thing we wanted to avoid. If you’ve 
ever done it, you know what I mean. 

We did not want to create barriers 
to race in the 6-hour. Even assum-
ing you are able to get reliable dyno 
numbers on each car, you are still 
required to group cars according to 
PWR numbers. This entails some 
line-drawing, which means that 
some people will be happy where the 
line is drawn and some will not. Yes, 
WRL uses a PWR system, subject to 
obtaining reliable dyno results from 
different shops around the country. 
One common complaint is that all 
dynos are not equal. For the above 
reasons, we opted to not use PWR 
for the inaugural 6-hour race.  

Classing by Qualifying Lap Times
Another alternative is to group 

cars based upon qualifying times. 
American Endurance Racing uses 
this method. We opted not to go 
this route for several reasons. First, 
it requires a qualifying session (by 
one or all drivers) and then catego-
rizing cars into groups based upon 
lap times. This also entails some line 
drawing. Second, and more impor-
tantly, this method would be subject 
to possible gaming by sandbagging 
or having the car qualified by the 
slowest driver on a team. Third, the 
competitive groupings would neces-
sarily be determined at the track just 
before the enduro. Thus, teams and 
cars would not know who they were 
racing against until the last minute. 
We thought teams would want to 
know before the race weekend.

Using Existing PCA Classifications
The final option we considered is 

to class and group cars by the exist-
ing PCA classification system. This 
has some appeal because it is easy to 
implement since PCA race cars are 

already classed under PCA rules and 
racers are familiar with that criteria. 
The downside of simply using the 
multitude of PCA classes is that we 
would potentially have only one or 
two cars in a class racing against each 
other and it would become a lapping 
exercise without much competition. 
We wanted to avoid this scenario.

What We Chose and Why
After evaluating the above meth-

odologies, we chose limited group-
ings of PCA classes based upon 
historical lap records for the classes 
at HPR over the past 3-4 years. We 
came up with six “super” groups (Su-
per Enduro Groups or SE Group) 
of cars with somewhat similar lap 
times (within a range of each oth-
er) that we believe will be compet-
itive during the 6-hour race. Those 
groupings are shown in the chart be-
low. As it turns out, each of the SE 
Groups contains at least one class of 
cars that expressed heightened inter-
est in the long endurance race format 
in the PCA survey last year. Namely, 
944’s, SPB’s, E cars, 996s, GTB1’s, 
and Cup cars. We also checked to see 
whether these groupings made sense 
based upon lap records for other 
tracks (like Road America), and they 
do. Yes, there is some line drawing 
here and not everyone will be happy. 
Sorry about that, but we have to start 
somewhere. Also, if five or more of 
the same class register for the 6-hour 
enduro, they will be given their own 
SE Group to compete within. This 
incentivizes racers to get competitors 
in their same class so they will have 
your own SE Group. 

Not all cars in a SE Group have 
the same PWR or equivalent lap 
times at HPR for sure. But, given the 
differences between the cars (such as 
fuel tank sizes and fuel consumption 
rates and the fact that tires are free), 
we think the drivers will be the criti-
cal and deciding factor within the SE 
Groups. In the end, clean, fast, con-
sistent driving with well-executed pit 
stops combined with a well-prepared 
car, good tire management, and pre-
serving the equipment during the 

6-hour race will win the day in each 
SE Group. 

I hope this explanation sheds light 
on how we chose the SE Groups and 
the underlying rationale for doing 
so. We look forward to seeing you at 
the 6-hour Super Enduro!

Super Enduro Class Groupings
Any PCA class with 5 or more cars 

will have their own SE Group. Oth-
erwise cars are grouped as follows:

SE Group 1 GTP  
    GTA2  
    GTA1 
    GTC6  
    GTC5  
    GTC4  
    GT1  
   
SE Group 2 GTC3 
    GT2  
    GT3  
    GT4  
    GTD  
   
SE Group 3 GTC2  
    GTB1 
    SP997  
    SP996  
    K  
    J  
    I  
    GTB2  
   
SE Group 4 H 
    G  
    F  
    E 
    SPC  
    SP3  
    SP911  
    GT5  
    GT5R  
       
   
SE Group 5 SPB 
    D  
    GT6  
    GTC1  
   
SE Group 6 SP2 
    SP1 
    C  
    B  
    GT6R


